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Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.1848 - Superstition Mountain Wilderness, Republic of
Mexico. Men work frantically in an anonymous mine pulling gold out of the ground before the
territory is turned over to the United States and the precious ore is lost forever. Making their way
south, Apaches attack the miners leaving a lone survivor. Present day. Jake McMasters has problems
of his own. Uprooted from his life in New York City and moved to a small town in Arizona, Jake s big
city background and attitude make him an easy target for the local toughs. After meeting CJ, a
classmate who gets him out of a sticky situation, Jake learns the legend of the Lost Dutchman Gold
Mine. When Jake finds a note, hidden away for almost a century, the two set out into the mountains
to search for the long lost mine. Along the way, they come up against unscrupulous treasure
hunters, a band of Indians and their mysterious leader, and the local bullies, all while trying not to
arouse the suspicions of their families. Will Jake and CJ figure out the clues to the...
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It in a of the best publication. It really is loaded with knowledge and wisdom You may like the way the blogger write this ebook.
-- Pr of . Sha nnon Wehner  PhD-- Pr of . Sha nnon Wehner  PhD

This book is really gripping and fascinating. I was able to comprehended every little thing out of this published e pdf. Your life span will likely be transform
when you full looking at this ebook.
-- Mr s. Hea ven Schm eler-- Mr s. Hea ven Schm eler
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